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1. Entry:

Earning/earning rewards for completing simple tasks is a great way to spend your free time
and also earn additional benefits from completed tasks. In this e-book, I will present to you 4
types of activities that will allow you to get gift cards, a virtual payment card, premium
accounts for popular online platforms or withdrawal of earnings to a selected account. And
it's all completely free! Registration on each of the recommended websites is extremely
simple and intuitive. To create an account, all you need is a device with Internet access and
an active email address to which you will receive a link confirming account registration.
Simple, right? 5 minutes and ready! You can start your adventure by completing tasks online!

1.1 Benefits:

a) Time flexibility - you can perform Internet tasks at any time, anywhere and on any
device with Internet access! You choose the task you want to complete - depending
on the type of challenge, it may be a matter of a few minutes or even a few weeks. In
theory, the more time you need to complete a task, the more you will be paid. Rates
for completed actions range from several dozen groszy to even several hundred
zlotys! We will soon return to the issue of earnings.

b) Availability of offers - performing tasks online gives you great freedom to choose
the type of activities you want to perform. Regardless of where you are, you can
perform the tasks of your choice. Are you on break at school? Do you take the bus to
work? Are you going on holiday by train? Each of these places is suitable for earning
additional rewards!

c) No investment - to start your adventure with making money online, all you need is a
device with Internet access and some free time. You don't have to spend money on
paid training - everything is so simple that you can handle it without any problems.
Access to platforms and services is free - you don't have to pay for access to
premium accounts or other hidden fees. Everything is completely free! Your only
costs are the Internet, time and energy needed to charge your device.

d) Variety of methods - on the Internet we can find a lot of different types of activities
for which we will receive remuneration. In this guide, I will discuss 4 examples of
such tasks. You can do any of them or choose the ones you like the most. You will



surely find something for yourself. You will find a more detailed discussion of each
method later in this ebook.

e) Various forms of withdrawals - each website has its own policy of paying
out/issuing prizes, but each of them has a large selection of prizes available. Gift
cards, withdrawals to your bank account or payment processor, virtual in-game
currencies, virtual payment cards, game codes, vouchers and much more!

f) Additional resources - completing tasks online allows you to gain additional
benefits in a nice and pleasant way. If you take the right actions, you can get cool
amounts and rewards. Remember that it's not a job - you won't earn your living, but
an extra few hundred a month sounds nice, right?

1.2. How is it working?

Websites offering rewards for completing tasks operate as an intermediary between
companies looking to complete specific tasks and users ready to perform them in exchange
for remuneration. Below are the key elements of operation of such services:

1. Account registration - to gain access to tasks, simply register a user account. It's
extremely simple and you'll definitely be able to do it.

2. The next step is to familiarize yourself with the appearance and functionality of the
website. Within a few minutes you should be able to find the right tabs, account and
payout settings, and available tasks. Each website looks slightly different, so it's
worth spending a few minutes getting to know the new platform.

3. Find the right task to complete, check the requirements, details, completion rate and
maximum time to complete the task. Some activities will take a few minutes, others
much longer. Check if you will be able to complete the task within the limited time.

4. After completing the task, you will receive appropriate remuneration, which will
increase the balance of your account on the platform. Depending on the site and the
amount you manage to earn, you can choose a reward or complete subsequent
tasks to obtain the minimum amount to withdraw.

5. Some tasks are rewarded automatically - moments after completion. Others, on the
other hand, require a bit longer time. Check the details of the offer and if you feel that
the reward should be awarded, you can use technical support.

2. Recommended services and methods:



In this guide, I will present you 4 methods and 6 online platforms that will help you start your
adventure with earning money online.

2.1. Methods:

1. Completing surveys - research centers regularly conduct market research on their
products, advertisements, offers and much more. Each survey has a limited number
of respondents, as well as requirements for potential people who will receive access
to the survey. In most cases, before completing the survey, you will receive a few
questions based on which the system will assess whether you fit the profile and you
will receive access to the rest of the study. Each survey specifies the rate and time
needed to complete it. Avoid those that take too much time and offer too low a rate -
it's a waste of your time. Choose only those that will meet your expectations.

2. Performing tasks in games - in my opinion, this is the most enjoyable type of
earning activity. This method involves achieving specific tasks in a selected game.
These activities usually include reaching a certain level in a given game, completing
a mission, obtaining an item, or unlocking a chapter. More and more games offer the
opportunity to win many prizes - depending on our achievements. Beware of games
that require too much time (e.g. reaching level 1000) or offer rewards for items
purchased with real money.

3. Application testing - some websites offer remuneration for testing or checking the
operation of a given game, application, website or product. Examples include taking
advantage of the trial period, installing and activating the application, or using a free
trial. Beware of offers that require you to provide too sensitive personal data or a
payment card.

4. Performing tasks and simple activities - paid tasks for which we can receive
remuneration may include clicking on a link, spending a specific time on the website,
watching a video, registering an account on the website, following an account on
social media or leaving a like under a photo. Many jobs have low stakes but require
minimal time and effort. It is worth checking the offer regularly, because sometimes
there are tasks for really high rates.

2.2. Recommended websites:

1. ySense - one of the most popular websites offering remuneration for performing
tasks. The platform's offer includes surveys, games and applications, as well as small
tasks. The website offers bonuses for completing several tasks in one day, a quite
attractive referral system and high rates for completed tasks. The available rewards
include gift cards (Amazon, Zalando) and cash withdrawals to one of the payment
processors (including PayPal, Skrill, Payoneer and AIRTM. The minimum withdrawal
threshold is $5.

https://www.ysense.com/?rb=65870094


2. swagbucks - another earning website from the same owner as ySense above. The
operation of the website, the type of rewards and tasks is similar to the previous one.
An additional option to earn rewards at swagbucks is to refund part of your online
shopping expenses (cashback). Refund rates range from 1 to even 20%.

3. timebucks - an online platform that is extremely popular among people who earn
money online. The website offers paid tasks (the largest selection of all
recommended websites), surveys, games and applications. Active users can receive
daily rewards for the best results, as well as increase earnings for referrals.
Withdrawals take place every Tuesday as long as there is at least $10 in our account.
The platform does not offer gift cards, only cash withdrawals (PayPal, Skrill, AIRTM,
Payeer, bank transfer), VISA virtual payment card and Litecoin.

4. FREECASH - serwis internetowy z bogatą ofertą zadań oraz wysokimi stawkami.
Posiada wysoko ocenianą aplikację mobilną oraz przejrzystą i czytelną stronę
internetową. Wśród metod zarobkowych w tym serwisie znajdziemy płatne ankiety,
gry i aplikacje. Dodatkową korzyścią są codzienne bonusy, dodatkowe nagrody za
każdy zarobiony dolar oraz wydarzenie, w którym mamy szansę zdobyć wysokie
nagrody pieniężne. W zależności od wybranej nagrody - minimalna kwota wypłaty to
jedynie 0,5$!. Zgromadzone środki możemy wymienić na karty podarunkowe (np.
Amazon, NETFLIX, Spotify, Zalando czy Stream), wypłatę środków (PayPal i
AIRTM), krypto (Bitcoin, Litecoin, Stake czy Ethereum), a także skiny do CS 2,
Fortnite czy League of Legends).

5. gamehag - a popular Polish website offering rewards for completing tasks. Of all the
platforms mentioned, gamehag has the largest selection of rewards and tasks for
stationary devices (computer/laptop). The selection of available rewards is huge and
offers, among others, vouchers, gift cards, virtual currencies and in-game items,
virtual payment cards, game keys and withdrawal of funds in the form of PSC or to a
PayPal account.

6. Earnweb - a new Polish website belonging to the owner of gamehag. The platform
offers a large selection of tasks, surveys, games and apps, with high rates for
completing tasks. The minimum withdrawal threshold is only $1 (PayPal). Other
prizes include crypto, gift cards, vouchers and virtual payment cards. For registering
an account on the website and entering the code EARNWEB5, we receive as much
as $5 as a bonus!

3. Summary and additions:

3.1. Premium Zone:

https://www.swagbucks.com/p/register?rb=163777181&rp=1
https://timebucks.com/?refID=216180606
https://freecash.com/r/3237ca89c9
https://gamehag.com/r/4429322
https://r.earnweb.com/5b3436353734325d


We strongly encourage you to visit our website dedicated to the described topics. You will
find more tips and tricks on earning methods, maximizing your earnings, and how to
complete surveys to get as many as possible. Additionally, we offer a free Premium zone
where you will find even more interesting information and tips! In the Premium section you
will learn how you can get paid for completing the same task multiple times, how to complete
surveys to minimize the risk of rejection, what to pay attention to when choosing a task, and
which activities are worth doing to get the most rewards.

3.2. Additional benefits:

We encourage you to register on each website to increase the number of available offers
and gain a wider selection of available prizes. Register an account using the link available in
this e-book and on our website, and you will receive additional benefits, including: help with
tasks and games, access to our community and e-mail contact 7 days a week.

3.3. Support:

If you have any questions, suggestions or want to contact us, please use the email address
below. We will try to respond as quickly as possible!

Website address: https://gamepay.quest

Our website is available in two languages   - English and Polish. The language change option
is at the very top of the page.

Contact address: contact@gamepay.quest

Recommended online platforms:
- ySense
- swagbucks
- timebucks
- FREECASH
- gamehag
- Earnweb

https://gamepay.quest
mailto:contact@gamepay.quest
https://www.ysense.com/?rb=65870094
https://www.swagbucks.com/p/register?rb=163777181&rp=1
https://timebucks.com/?refID=216180606
https://freecash.com/r/3237ca89c9
https://gamehag.com/r/4429322
https://r.earnweb.com/5b3436353734325d

